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Frankfurt/Main, Germany – Sakhile&Me presents a solo exhibition of new works by Osi Audu at
the fourth edition of AKAA (Also Known As Africa) art fair at the Carreau du Temple in Paris from
8 - 11 November 2019. The Frankfurt-based gallery will participate in the fair for the first time.
Osi Audu‘s practice over the last three decades has focused on abstract art while retaining
figurative elements in his compositions, forming a series of geometric acrylic paintings in
contrasting colours and monochromatic grey and black drawings. Audu explores the light
sheen of graphite, the matte and light-absorbing quality of black pastel, the white of paper
and canvas, as well as the visually affecting interactions of colors to investigate form and its
evocative potential to suggest or hint at something about the shape of the head. He goes on
to add, „I am interested in the dualism of form and void, and the ontological relation between
the tangible and intangible, something and nothing, light and dark, body and mind, the dual
nature of being - the self in portraits.“ The artist skillfully translates the concept of the intangible
self through his use of contrasting materials (e.g. light-reflecting graphite with light-absorbing
pastel) and colours (e.g. bright green with cobalt blue or dark red with bright yellow). Without
the use of lines to indicate edges or shading to form borders, our eyes fill in the gaps to read the
flat shapes on the paper and canvas as voluminous containers and three-dimensional frames.
Audu draws attention to the head as a signifier of consciousness and as an object of selfknowing. Following the Yoruba concept of Ori Inu („the inner head“), Audu‘s works - most of
them portraits of „the self“ (hence their title „self- portraits“) - raise questions about the tangible
and intangible aspects of „the self.“ Referencing both philosophy and neurology, he tugs at our
understandings and perceptions of „self-identity.“ The paintings are brightly coloured and often
shaped with an opening breaking the center of their solid forms whereas the black-and-white
graphite and pastel drawings depict similar geometric shapes but explore more experimental
variations including curved shapes and impressions of a sprawling starry night sky.
Audu received his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of Ife (Nigeria) in 1980 and
his Master of Fine Arts degree in Painting from the University of Georgia in Athens (USA) in 1984.
Audu‘s work has shown in prestigious institutions such as Iwalewahaus (Bayreuth), the British
Museum (London), the Smithsonian Institute‘s National Museum of African Art (Washington D.C.),
and the Museo Di Palazzo Grimani during the Venice Biennale. He lives and works in New York.
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About the gallery
Sakhile&Me is a contemporary art gallery based in downtown Frankfurt working with emerging
and established international artists, creative entrepreneurs and curators, with a particular
focus on Africa and its many diasporas. The gallery’s two founders, Sakhile Matlhare and Daniel
Hagemeier, received bachelor’s degrees from Hamilton College and master’s degrees from
the University of Sydney. Matlhare then pursued a doctoral degree at Northwestern University
focusing on how contemporary artists work alongside curators, art historians, and other art
experts in the gatekeeping process, within and beyond the rubric of contemporary African art.
Hagemeier has worked with his father, Achim Hagemeier (Kunsthandel Hagemeier), for the
past four years, specializing in German Expressionist and classical modern art.
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Opening hours
Tuesday - Friday: 12 pm - 6 pm; Saturday: 10 am - 4 pm; by appointment.
Image Material
Osi Audu. 2018. Portrait. File name: osi-audu-large.jpg. Caption: Osi Audu.
Osi Audu. Self-Portrait, Red Cap Chief II. 2019. Acrylic on canvas. 122x152cm. File name: osiaudu-self-portrait-red-cap-chief-002-large.jpg. Caption: Osi Audu: Self-Portrait, Red Cap Chief
II (2019).
Osi Audu. Double Self-Portrait, after Ere Ibeji Twins. 2019. Graphite and pastel on paper (mounted
on canvas). 38x76cm. File name: osi-audu-double-self-portrait-after-ere-ibeji-twins-large.jpg.
Caption: Osi Audu: Double Self-Portrait, after Ere Ibeji Twins (2019).
Copyright for all images: Osi Audu.
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